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ABSTRACT: Accurate and efficient computational predictions of ligand binding kinetics can be
useful to inform drug discovery campaigns, particularly in the screening and lead optimization
phases. Simulation enabled estimation of kinetic rates (SEEKR) is a multiscale molecular
dynamics, Brownian dynamics, and milestoning simulation approach for calculating receptor−
ligand association and dissociation rates. Here, we present the implementation of a Markovian
milestoning with Voronoi tessellations approach that significantly reduces the simulation cost of
calculations as well as further improving their parallelizability. The new approach is applied to a
host−guest system to assess its effectiveness for rank-ordering compounds by kinetic rates and to the model protein system, trypsin,
with the noncovalent inhibitor benzamidine. For both applications, we demonstrate that the new approach requires up to a factor of
10 less simulation time to achieve results with comparable or increased accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Historically, drug discovery campaigns have focused on
equilibrium metrics, such as binding affinity, to inform
screening and lead optimization of prospective compounds.
However, kinetic parameters of binding, such as the on rate
(kon) and the off rate (koff), are receiving increased attention as
effective predictors of a compound’s in vivo efficacy.1,2 Of
particular interest is the residence time (1/koff) of compounds,
which accounts for the effects of protein conformational
flexibility on binding, unbinding, and rebinding as well as other
factors.3−6 Furthermore, the Kinetics for Drug Discovery
consortium database reports that only 0.4% of compounds
uploaded with experimentally measured kinetics have
diffusion-controlled association rate constants, suggesting kon
may also be an informative parameter to aid in lead
optimization and the prediction of efficacy.2 Ligand binding
kinetics (kon and koff) are determined by a combination of
effects such as protein conformational flexibility, ligand-
induced receptor conformational changes, binding site water
rearrangements, and drug rebinding, all of which influence the
potency as well as selectivity of prospective compounds.
Multiple compounds can have the same equilibrium binding
affinity, yet corresponding values of kon and koff can vary by
orders of magnitude. The additional level of detail afforded by
knowledge of both the association and dissociation rate can
therefore be critical for rationalizing why some compounds
have efficacy, while others do not, aiding the lead optimization
effort and reducing the high attrition rates currently associated
with lack of in vivo efficacy.
Computational binding kinetics predictions have the

potential to reduce the time and cost associated with
experimental synthesis, assay development, and testing of
many candidate compounds.7,8 In particular, molecular
simulation approaches are attractive for the structural,

dynamical, and mechanistic insights; they can provide of the
drug binding/unbinding pathways in addition to predicting
rate constants.9 Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations are
routinely used to efficiently estimate protein−ligand associa-
tion rates and identify binding pathways.10−14 Atomistic
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can also be used to
study ligand binding and unbinding; however, the increased
model complexity necessitated by MD makes it limited by
sampling. Hardware and software improvements such as
exascale computing, the Anton super computer, increasingly
powerful graphical processing units (GPUs), and volunteer
distributed computing have made the study of binding kinetics
with brute-force type approaches possible.15−22 Generally,
these approaches are limited to a small number of compounds
and observe only a few association events and no dissociation
events. Brute-force MD simulations can access timescales on
the order of milliseconds; however, drug molecules often have
residence times on the order of seconds, minutes, or even
longer. As such, sampling remains the foremost limitation of
these approaches. Furthermore, for simulation-based techni-
ques to be useful in a drug discovery campaign, they must be
able to provide predictions for 10−100s of compounds in a
reasonable time frame. To overcome these challenges, many
MD-based approaches have been developed that utilize biasing
forces or other statistical mechanical techniques to access the
timescales needed to predict binding and unbinding
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kinetics.9,23 These include methods such as Markov State
Models (MSMs),22,24−28 metadynamics,29−34 mileston-
ing,35−40 and others.41−46 Additionally, multiscale methods
exist that integrate MD with other approaches such as
quantum mechanics or BD, or continuum approaches to
better predict kinetic parameters by improving either accuracy
or scalability.47−53

One such multiscale approach is the MD/BD/milestoning
methodology “Simulation Enabled Estimation of Kinetic
Rates” (SEEKR) that we develop and have shown to be
effective for the calculation of both kon and koff as well as the
rank ordering of compounds by their rates.54−56 Milestoning
theory facilitates the division of simulation space into smaller
regions called milestones that can be simulated independently
and in parallel.57−60 SEEKR uses atomistic, fully flexible MD
simulations for milestones close to the binding site, where
these interactions are critical for describing the binding/
unbinding process. Rigid body BD simulations are used in
regions far from the binding site to dramatically reduce the
computational cost, while still providing a sufficient description
of the binding process, which is primarily diffusive in these
regions. SEEKR is a freely available software package that
automates the preparation, simulation, and analysis of these
binding kinetics calculations using the existing software
NAMD61 for MD simulations and Browndye62 for BD
simulations. While the effectiveness of SEEKR was previously
demonstrated for predicting kinetic rates as well as rank-
ordering compounds, these calculations required a significant
computational cost that would make the screening of many
compounds challenging. It was therefore necessary to develop
improvements to this methodology to reduce the amount of
MD simulation required as well as improve the parallelizability
of calculations.
Here, we present a new implementation of SEEKR that

utilizes the theory of Markovian Milestoning with Voronoi
Tesselations (MMVT).63,64 This new approach overcomes the
primary sampling bottleneck associated with our previous
implementation, obtaining an equilibrium distribution on each
milestone. Instead, trajectories are confined to a Voronoi cell
with the use of a reflective boundary condition. Figure 1 shows
a general schematic of an MMVT SEEKR model that
combined MD and BD simulations.
We test this new implementation on a model host−guest

system: β-cyclodextrin with seven small-molecule ligands, as
well as the model protein system: trypsin with the noncovalent
inhibitor benzamidine. The accuracy and efficiency of the
MMVT SEEKR results are directly compared to experimen-
tally measured kinetics, the previous SEEKR implementation,
and other simulation approaches for each system. MMVT
SEEKR produces results that are in agreement with
experimental measurements and comparable to the previous
SEEKR implementation for both model systems while
benefiting from up to a 10-fold reduction in simulation cost.
Finally, we discuss convergence estimates for the sampling of
each milestone as a way to further reduce the simulation cost
by adaptively terminating or extending individual simulations.

2. METHODS
2.1. MMVT SEEKR Package. The MMVT SEEKR package

is a series of python scripts (python 3.7 or later), freely
available on Github, that automates the preparation, running,
and analysis of all simulations necessary for ligand binding
kinetics calculations. MMVT SEEKR utilizes user-defined

inputs of structures and model parameters to generate all files
necessary for a SEEKR calculation. Files are organized into a
filetree with branches for each independent milestone. MMVT
SEEKR uses the freely available softwares NAMD61 for MD
simulations and Browndye62 for BD simulations and generates
all necessary input files for running these simulations in the
appropriate portions of the filetree. MMVT SEEKR uses the
Colvars collective variable module of NAMD to define and
monitor milestones during MD simulation, with any collective
variable defined in the module able to be used for milestoning
in MMVT SEEKR.65 The appropriate colvar input files are
created by the SEEKR preparation scripts. The SEEKR
package also includes an analysis module containing functions
to extract results from the simulation outputs, calculate rates,
assess simulation convergence, perform error analysis, and
easily plot relevant quantities. The module is designed to be
imported into a Jupyter notebook, and a sample notebook and
tutorial are included in the distribution.

2.2. Markovian Milestoning with Voronoi Tessella-
tions: Theory and Implementation. Our previous
implementation of SEEKR employed a traditional milestoning
procedure, where short trajectories were initiated on each
milestone and run only until they touched another mile-
stone.54,55,57,58 The primary challenge of this approach is that
one must know the correct probability distribution from which
to reinitialize new trajectories on each milestone, called the
first hitting point distribution (FHPD). The FHPD is obtained
by first running a long, harmonically restrained trajectory to
sample the equilibrium distribution on each milestone.
Position/velocity configurations from this equilibrium distri-

Figure 1. Cartoon depiction of an MMVT SEEKR rate calculation
using spherical milestones representing radial distances from the
binding site (black circles). The blue-shaded regions are treated with
MD simulations, while the gray-shaded region employs computation-
ally less expensive BD simulations. MD trajectories (colored lines) are
confined to a particular cell with the use of a reflective boundary
condition when a milestone is touched. Many BD trajectories (blue
arrows) efficiently simulate the association of the ligand from large
distances. Milestoning theory enables the statistics from many
independent cells and both simulation modalities to be combined
for the calculation of binding and unbinding rates.
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bution are then used to launch new trajectories that are
propagated backward in time by reversing the velocity of the
system. Only equilibrium configurations that touch another
milestone before touching the milestone on which they started
are included as part of the FHPD. This procedure is
computationally expensive, in particular, long-timescale
(microsecond) trajectories must be run for each milestone to
adequately sample all configurations of the equilibrium
distribution. This creates a computational bottleneck for the
SEEKR method, as this portion of the method has limited
parallelizability. The MMVT procedure proposed by Vanden-
Eijnden and Venturoli overcomes this barrier by eliminating
the requirement of initializing all trajectories from a
configuration in the FHPD.63 Instead, milestones are defined
as the edges of a Voronoi tessellation and trajectories are
confined to a Voronoi cell with the use of a reflective boundary
condition. Here, we will briefly describe the key aspects of this
theory necessary for our implementation and refer the reader
to the original paper for a deeper theoretical description and
the paper of Maragliano et al. for an implementation
employing restraining potentials.63,64

The central assumption of MMVT is that the evolution of
the system through time can be described as a continuous-time
Markov-jump process between milestone states with the rate
matrix, Q, having off-diagonal elements qij for i ≠ j and
diagonal elements qii = −∑j≠i qij, where i and j correspond to
the starting and ending milestone indices. From a maximum
likelihood estimation of Q, the off-diagonal elements (i ≠ j)
are defined as
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R
R
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0 if 0
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ij
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i (1)

where Nij is the number of transitions between milestone i and
milestone j and Ri is the total time spent having last touched
milestone i. The quantities Nij and Ri can be estimated from
independent simulations confined to Voronoi cells as
described below.
The definition of the Voronoi cells can be generalized from

Cartesian space to collective variable space (i.e., bond
distances, angles, etc.) with the collective variables denoted
as θ(x) = (θ1(x), ..., θM(x)). A set of generating points, zα ∈
RM, with α = 1, 2, ..., Λ, define a unique partition of
configuration space, Ω, into Voronoi cells (Figure 2). The cell
Bα from generating point zα is the region

θ θ β α= { ∈ Ω || − || < || − || ≠ }α α βB x x z x z: ( ) ( ) for all
(2)

The milestones are therefore defined as the common
boundary, or edges, of adjacent cells. Independent simulations
can then be carried out in each of the cells, propagated by the
appropriate dynamical integrator, with the addition of a
collision rule at the cell boundaries to keep the trajectory
confined to the appropriate cell. This collision rule is defined as
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These boundary conditions, in essence, result in the velocity of
the system being reversed whenever a trajectory collides with a
boundary to keep the system inside the appropriate cell. The
underlying justification for this rule is that, from time
reversibility, every trajectory leaving the cell has a statistically
indistinguishable trajectory entering the cell at the same point,
but with its velocity reversed. Therefore, the correct
Boltzmann−Gibbs distribution is maintained within the cell,
as long as some thermal bath ensures that the trajectory does
not perfectly retrack itself when its velocity is reversed upon
collision with a boundary. Importantly, this procedure
eliminates the need to determine the FHPD and equilibrium
distribution on each milestone.
From the simulations confined to a Voronoi cell, Bα, with

edges (or milestone) indices i and j, one can obtain the
quantities Nij

α and Ri
α, where Nij

α is the number of times a
trajectory collides with a milestone after having last touched a
different milestone, and Ri

α is the total time the simulation
spends having last touched milestone i. These two quantities
can be related to the quantities Nij and Ri needed for the
determination of Q by weighting the cell-specific values by the
equilibrium probability of that cell

∑ π=
α

α

α

α=
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N T
N

Tij
ij

1 (5)

∑ π=
α

α

α

α=

Λ

R T
R
Ti

i

1 (6)

Here, Tα is the total simulation time in cell α and T is the
reciprocal sum of time spent in all cells, which ensures
dimensional consistency. The equilibrium probability, πα, can

Figure 2. Sample Voronoi tessellation from the red generating points,
z. The edges of the cells define the milestones. Milestone S1 (thick
line) represents the shared boundary between cells B1 and B2. The
colored lines represent a hypothetical trajectory confined to cell B1
using reflective boundary conditions. Changes in color correspond to
successful transitions between milestones for a single, continuous
trajectory. The yellow portion is a transition from milestone S1 to S2
and the red portion from S2 to S3. The same simulation procedure is
conducted independently in each Voronoi cell.
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then be computed by solving the system of equations defined
by the following equations.66

∑ ∑π π=
β β α

β β α
β β α

α α β
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1
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where we assume that the flux in and out of each cell is zero at
steady state for the unrestrained system. The quantity kα,β is
defined as

=α β
α β

α
k

N

T,
,

(9)

where Nα,β is the total number of collisions with the common
boundary of cells Bα and Bβ. It is important to note that the key
quantities to determine the rate matrix Q are Nij

α and Ri
α, which

can be obtained independently for each Voronoi cell. This
independence facilitates the embarrassingly parallel nature of
the MMVT SEEKR simulations. Furthermore, the convergence
of these key quantities can be monitored as an estimate of the
convergence of sampling for a particular MMVT cell, which
will be discussed in further detail in Section 2.4. The off rate
can then be approximated as the reciprocal of the mean first
passage time (MFPT) from the bound state to the outermost
milestone using the standard expression for the MFPT in a
continuous-time Markov chain

̂ = −Q T 1N
(10)

Q̂ is the N − 1 by N - 1 matrix obtained by deleting the last
row and column of Q and −1 is the unit vector in RN−1. TN is
the vector with entries Ti

N that are the MFPTs from milestone i
to milestone N. It has been shown that the MFPTs computed
from MMVT are exact if optimal milestones are used, as is the
case for traditional milestoning simulations.58,63

For SEEKR, the MMVT algorithm is implemented directly
in the NAMD configuration file using the existing TCL
interface. The colvars module is used to monitor the
milestones defined by existing collective variables (with no
biasing force used).65 The existing NAMD TCL commands
“checkpoint” and “revert” as well as the “rescalevels” command
are used to facilitate the reflective boundary conditions needed
for the MMVT algorithm when the monitored collective
variable crosses a predefined milestone boundary. To improve
calculation efficiency, boundary crossings can be checked after
a user-defined number of steps, rather than every step of the
simulation. All transition events are output in the simulation
output file for postprocessing with the SEEKR analysis
package.
2.3. Incorporating Brownian Dynamics Simulations

to Calculate kon. BD simulations are extremely useful for
efficiently simulating the portion of the association process
where the ligand is far from the binding site, and therefore the
atomistic detail of MD is not required to obtain an adequate
description of the process. Instead, the solvent is approximated
by a dielectric, and solute molecules (receptor and ligand) are
treated as rigid or semirigid bodies with dynamics propagated
according to the general equation of Brownian motion. The
Northrup Allison McCammon (NAM) method can be used to
estimate kon from BD simulations11,14 using the equation

β=k kbon (11)

where kb is the rate of diffusion to a spherical surface of radius
b (b surface) from the receptor calculated by
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where U(r) is the potential energy between the receptor and
ligand at distance r, kbT is the Boltzmann constant times
temperature, and D(r) is the diffusion coefficient. β from eq 11
is the probability that a ligand on the b surface will continue on
to react, rather than escaping to an infinite distance. In
practice, kb is calculated automatically by the Browndye
software used by SEEKR for the BD simulations.62 Tradition-
ally, the value of β is calculated from many BD simulations;
however, in the SEEKR implementation, we calculate this
probability from a combination of MD and BD simulations.
BD simulations are first conducted from the b surface to the
outermost milestone. Successful trajectories from this simu-
lation are an FHPD on the outermost milestone. Subsequent
BD simulations are then carried out from each point in this
FHPD until they successfully touch the second outermost
milestone or escape to infinity. The rate matrix, Q, constructed
from the MMVT portion of the model can then be converted
to a transition probability matrix, K, and modified to include
the probability of binding/escape determined from the BD
simulations. β is then calculated as the stationary flux, qstat, of
the bound state milestone by solving the equation

− =q I K( ) 0stat (13)

where I is the identity matrix. The values of kb and β can then
be used to calculate kon with eq 11. While the transition
probabilities are obtained differently for the MMVT
implementation, the calculation of kon described here is the
same as in the original implementation of SEEKR.

2.4. Error Analysis Simulation Convergence Esti-
mates. The statistical error associated with the calculation
of kon and koff was estimated using a Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) procedure based on the procedure detailed by
Noe ́ in 2008 that was modified to sample the rate matrix rather
than the transition kernel.67 Each nonzero entry of the rate
matrix qij is sampled by pulling a new value from the
appropriate γ distribution with parameters Nij and 1/Ri, which
is accepted or rejected based on a Metropolis criterion. The
standard deviation of the rate constants calculated from many
iterations of the MCMC procedure is used as an estimate of
the statistical error of the calculation. The convergence of the
MCMC calculated rate constants is monitored to ensure the
rate matrix has been sufficiently sampled. Finally, it should be
noted that the average calculated MCMC rate constant and the
maximum likelihood estimate described in Section 2.2 should
converge with sufficient sampling, which can also be monitored
as a measure of convergence of the simulations.
The convergence of sampling in each Voronoi cell is

essential for determining the amount of simulation needed to
accurately calculate the rate constants of the interest. As
described in Section 2.2, the two key quantities necessary to
construct the rate matrix, Q, are Nij

α/Tα and Ri
α/Tα, which are

independently obtained from simulations in each Voronoi cell.
As a result, these two quantities can be monitored as a function
of simulation time in each cell to estimate the convergence of
sampling from the simulations. The SEEKR analysis package
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described in Section 2.1 contains functions to extract and plot
these quantities, providing the user with qualitative, visual
estimates of the convergence of sampling. A quantitative
metric, however, is desirable, as it can then be utilized to
provide a more rigorous and reproduceable metric for
convergence that is transferrable between systems. In the
SEEKR package, we have implemented a sliding window root-
mean-square deviation (RMSD) function to provide such an
estimate. The quantities Nij

α/Tα and Ri
α/Tα are calculated for

the user-defined strided portions of the data. A window of a
user-defined length is then moved through the data, grouping
it into samples. For each sample, the RMSD from the average
value is calculated. A user-defined cutoff is specified as a
percentage of the magnitude of the quantity (i.e., 5% of the
magnitude of the value). If the RMSD of each quantity remains
below this cutoff for a user-defined length of simulation (i.e.,
100 ns), then the sampling in that cell is considered converged.
Leaving these parameters to be specified by the user allows the
convergence estimate to be adaptable to the particular
application being considered. This allows the user to balance
strictness of convergence, required level of accuracy, and
amount of simulation time invested based on the particular
question being answered. For example, a rank-ordering
application may not require the same strictness of convergence
as trying to estimate the true value of the rate constant within
the experimental error. By estimating the convergence of each
Voronoi cell independently, sampling can be adaptively
terminated or extended on a cell-by-cell basis. More simulation
time is allowed to be devoted to difficult to sample areas, while
eliminating excess simulation in easier to sample regions. We
note that a metric such as this could also be used in the future
to monitor convergence “on-the-fly” during simulations, rather
than after a portion of simulation is run.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Host−Guest Molecule Rank Ordering. We assessed
the effectiveness of our new MMVT SEEKR implementation
for rank-ordering compounds by their binding/unbinding
rates. The model host−guest system β-cyclodextrin with seven
different guest molecules was studied (Chart 1), as this was the
same system studied with the original SEEKR implementation.
Therefore, it was possible to directly compare the accuracy and
efficiency of the new MMVT approach to the previous
implementation56 as well as to brute-force MD simulation
calculated rates39 and experimentally measured kinetics.68−72

System and simulation details can be found in Section S1 of
the Supporting Information. A one-dimensional pseudo-
Voronoi tessellation was generated using anchor points that

resulted in milestones being placed between the center of mass
(COM) of the host and the COM of the guest from 1.5 to 13.5
Å in 1.5 Å increments. Many short (∼20−50 ns) MMVT MD
simulations were carried out for each Voronoi cell for a
combined total of ∼560 ns of simulation per ligand (exact
simulation lengths are presented in Table S1). Additionally,
BD simulations were performed for the 13.5 Å milestone as
described in Section 2.3 with additional details in Section S1.
Both kon and koff as well as the binding free energy were
calculated for each ligand. The convergence estimates
described in Section 2.4 were also used to determine the
minimum simulation necessary to produce a converged result
for each cell, and the rates were recalculated using only that
portion of the data. A sliding window of 30 samples was used
pulled from the data with a stride of 1 ns after skipping the first
10 ns. Cells were considered converged when values remained
less than 5% of the average value for 20 windows (20 ns). Rate
constants calculated with this minimum RMSD cutoff
produced results consistent with the data from the full
simulations, while benefitting from an additional ∼20%
reduction in simulation time. The values of the rate constants
and binding free energies calculated using both methods as
well as the brute-force MD simulations and experiment are
presented in Tables S2−S4. Figure 3 shows the calculated
values for (a) kon, (b) koff, and (c) ΔG ordered by increasing
the magnitude of the experimentally measured value. The
values calculated with MMVT SEEKR are in good agreement
with values calculated from the previous SEEKR implementa-
tion. The values of kon remain approximately one order of
magnitude faster than the experiment. As in the previous
implementation, rank ordering by kon was not possible due to
the limited variation in the experimental and computed values
that are all near the diffusion limit.73 The rank ordering of
ligands by koff was improved with MMVT SEEKR, incorrectly
ordering only two ligands, rather than three. The koff values
calculated with MMVT SEEKR were consistently faster than
the experimental rates, which were also observed in the original
SEEKR implementation. In addition, the binding free energy of
each ligand can be determined because kon and koff are known.
Calculated binding free energies are also in good agreement
with the experiment (Figure 3c), with only the value for methyl
butyrate differing from the experimental value by more than 1
kcal mol−1. As the on rates for these compounds are similar,
the binding free energy is primarily dominated by the values of
koff. As such the rank ordering is also similar to that for koff,
incorrectly ordering methyl butyrate and tert-butanol, but also
misordering 2-naphthylethanol as a result of a faster kon. The
MMVT SEEKR method was able to produce comparable
predictions of kon and koff and binding free energy to the

Chart 1. Structures of β-Cyclodextrin and the Seven Ligands Tested
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original SEEKR implementation, with improved rank ordering
of the ligands by koff and comparable rank ordering by free
energy. Furthermore, MMVT SEEKR benefits from a roughly
10-fold reduction in the amount of simulation used to achieve
this result. The minimum simulation estimates, which produce
nearly identical results to the full simulation data, save an
additional 20% (∼100 ns) on the total MMVT simulation cost.
3.2. Trypsin−Benzamidine Application. We also tested

the MMVT SEEKR method on the well-studied model system

trypsin with the noncovalent inhibitor, benzamidine. This
system has been used as a benchmark by many simulation-
based approaches, including the original SEEKR implementa-
tion.22,24,31,42,44,55 The increased complexity resulting from
protein dynamics as well as a koff value multiple orders of
magnitude slower than those tested in the host−guest systems
serve as a test for the efficiency and accuracy of the new
MMVT SEEKR implementation. Detailed system and
simulation details can be found in Section S2 of the supporting
information. The same collective variable representing the
distance of the ligand from the binding site was used as in the
original SEEKR implementation.55 Voronoi Cells were
generated from anchor points that resulted in milestones
with distances of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, 12.0, and 13.0
Å (Figure 4). We note that the MMVT algorithm samples the

regions between milestones differently than the previous
implementation, and therefore the spacing of milestones is
not identical to the previous implementation to account for
sampling challenges associated with large energy barriers and
to ensure that the Markov assumption remains valid. Minimum
simulation estimates of kon and koff and binding free energy
were obtained using a stride of 2 ns after skipping the first 20
ns, an RMSD sample window of 200 ns, and a cutoff of 5% for
at least 100 ns.
MMVT SEEKR effectively reproduces the experimentally

measured on and off rates and binding free energy (Table 1).74

Using the full 4.4 μs of simulation data, the MMVT SEEKR
result more closely reproduces the experimental residence time
than the original SEEKR result, which required 19 μs, an ∼4-
fold reduction in simulation time. The association rate
calculated with MMVT SEEKR is faster than both experiment
and the previous SEEKR implementation. However, we tested
the sensitivity of the BD results to ionic strength and identified
the same trend observed in our previous work (Table S5).
Benzamidine association is highly sensitive to the ionic

Figure 3. Comparison of experimentally measured values68−72

(black), brute-force MD39 (red), original SEEKR implementation
(green), MMVT SEEKR56 (dark blue), and MMVT SEEKR
minimum simulation estimates for (a) kon, (b) koff, and (c) binding
free energy. Compounds are ordered by increasing experimentally
measured values.

Figure 4. Structure of trypsin (cartoon) with milestones drawn as
colored spheres. The outermost (gray) sphere represents the BD
simulations from the “b surface” described in Section 2.3. Many MD
milestones are placed close to the binding site, while the BD region
covers a much larger portion of the system.
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strength used in the BD simulations, with lower ionic strengths
resulting in slower association rates. This suggests that the
benzamidine molecule experiences a repulsive force as it
approaches the binding site. Furthermore, the MMVT
minimum simulation estimate again produces a comparable
result to the original SEEKR implementation, requiring only
2.9 μs of simulation. This minimum simulation estimate saves
an additional 35% of simulation from the full MMVT data, an
∼7-fold reduction in simulation from the original implementa-
tion. The enhancement in sampling provided by the MMVT
SEEKR approach is evident, as it predicts residence times that
are over 1000 times longer than the simulation time invested.
Statistically robust estimates of such residence times on the
order of a millisecond would likely pose a significant challenge
and expense for a brute-force simulation approach, highlighting
the value of the SEEKR approach for both its enhancement in
sampling and parallelism.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new MMVT algorithm implemented in
the SEEKR package for calculating receptor−ligand binding
and unbinding rate constants as well as binding free energies.
The results of the two applications we have described here
demonstrate that MMVT SEEKR is effective for both rank-
ordering compounds by their kinetics as well as reproducing
the magnitude of experimentally measured kinetics. MMVT
SEEKR benefits from a significant reduction in simulation cost
compared to the previous SEEKR implementation by
eliminating the need to determine equilibrium distributions
and FHPDs for each milestone. We have also described a
method for estimating the convergence of sampling for each
Voronoi cell and adaptively extending or terminating
simulations accordingly. This convergence estimate was
shown to further reduce the simulation cost of MMVT
SEEKR calculations while retaining accuracy. We have chosen
a relatively coarse-grained distance-based collective variable to
serve as a “simplest-case” scenario and to probe the SEEKR
method for an extremely general case. An advantage of such a
collective variable is that it is transferrable to most ligand
binding systems and does not rely on extensive prior
knowledge of the system to select a collective variable. For
this study, as well as our previous SEEKR studies, we have
observed that this metric was appropriate for capturing the
slow dissociation process and successfully reproduces the
kinetic rate constants. However, the SEEKR implementation is
generally enough to be used with any collective variable chosen
by the user, or even multiple collective variables if necessary.
The MMVT algorithm can also be used to construct and
simulate models with multiple dimensions of milestones,
unlike the one-dimensional models used in this study.
Additional milestones could be useful for improving the
sampling of other slow degrees of freedom that may exist in a
more complicated system. This may be particularly important
when studying larger drug molecules with longer residence

times and more complicated binding/unbinding mechanisms.
It should be noted that in higher dimensional milestoning
models, particularly those with highly complicated free energy
landscapes and multiple large energy barriers, the MMVT
algorithm may struggle to efficiently sample milestones that
necessitate crossing these high barriers inside a particular
Voronoi cell. For most ligand binding applications, this is
unlikely to be a significant problem, as the process is largely
diffusive and often adequately described by a simple one-
dimensional (1D) model. Additionally, short test simulations
can be used to identify such barriers and adjust the milestoning
model accordingly. However, other milestoning implementa-
tions exist that may be more well suited and efficient to handle
these more complicated energy landscapes.75 The improve-
ments to efficiency, as well as the embarrassingly parallel
nature of milestoning simulations, make MMVT SEEKR well
suited for use in future prospective studies for larger drug
binding systems of pharmaceutical relevance.
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